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1) INTRODUCTION
1.1) What is Monicet

The MONICET platform (www.monicet.net) is a long-term online database to collect opportunistic cetacean
sightings in the Azores. The objective is to extend the data collection at sea, with the collaboration of the
whale-watching companies, in order to gain knowledge on cetacean’s distribution patterns. To attain this
objective standard methodology for collecting the data is applied. Observations data is stored on an online
database, and data access and introduction is done using a web interface. The aim of this manual is to
explain how to do the basic work on the data input and maintenance for administrators.
The website of Monicet contain one public part that is an open source of information (sightings, photo-id),
with several tools for information visualization and download. On the other side the admin interface has a
series of tools for data input and processing. Here we will focus only on the administration interface.

Admin

Public

1.2) Taking a look into the internal structure: Whale Watching trips and Photo-id.

The administration section contains several tabs, but we need to focus on 2: “Saídas” and “Rec. cetáceos”

The tab “Saídas” contains the data entered by the whale watching companies. You have to validate (or not)
these data, by looking if the information introduced seems logical (more info at section 8).
The tab “Reconhecimento de cetáceos” contains a succession of repertories made for Photo-Identification
process (more info at section 2).
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2) THE PHOTO-ID PROCESS
First, in order to understand how the photo-id platform is build we need to understand the folders that
appear on the “Reconhecimento de cetáceos” tab:

- “Fotografias enviadas pelos utilizadores” (=Photographs sent by the users): contains the photo sent by
tourist, individuals, etc…
- “Fotografias por processar” (=Photographs to process): contains the photos that we upload. The photos
stay there until we associate information with the photo (date, specie, gps…). In the same line, “Adicionar”
(=Add) is the tool to upload photos.
- “Fotografias por analisar” (=Photographs to analyse): contains the photos processed. From this repertory,
it is possible to characterize, identify and validate the photos.
- “Catálogo” (=Catalogue): list of validated photos that will appear in the public part of the catalogue.
However in this repertory the photo can be edited and re-identified in aim to correct the errors found after
the analysis.
- “Individuos” (=Individuals): complete list of identified individuals.
- “Fotógrafos” (=Photographers): complete list of photographers. In the same line, “Adicionar” is the tool to
add new photographers in the database.
- “Partes do corpo” (=Body parts): complete list of body parts of different species necessary for
identification and subsequent comparison.
- “Padrões” (=Patterns): list of the identification patterns that are used for the different species. There is
one pattern for the sperm whale and another for the bottlenose dolphin, pilot whale, Risso’s dolphin and
false killer whale.
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There are 3 main repertories that you will use: ”Fotografias por processar”, “Fotografias por analisar”
and “Catálogo”. You need to understand them to work on the photo Identification process on Monicet.
The main Photo-ID methodology of MONICET involves 5 different phases divided in three subgroups:
•
•
•

Upload photos
Process photos
Analysis
o Characterize
o Identify
o Validate

2.1) UPLOADING PHOTOS
This is the first process we need to complete in order to upload the pictures into the web server. Once this
step will be finished all the pictures will be fully stored on the online server.
All the photos need to have the same codification name, if not, you won’t be able to upload the picture into
the system. The standard name is:
YYYYMMDD-PHG-IMG_0001
The first part (YYYYMMDD) represents the year, month and day when the photography was taken
(ex.:20140105 for a photo taken on the 5th of January of 2014). The PHG stands for the photographer’s
code (you can find the code list of photographer in the repertory “Fotógrafos”). If the code for a new
photographer does not exist, then you have to add it by clicking on “Adicionar” of the line of “Fotógrafos”.
You have to add it also in the CODES.xls file (Google Drive: MONICET_Estagiarios). The last number has 4
digits and starts from 0001 every new day of sighting. For example if we have 3 pictures from the same day
but from 2 different photographers and 3 different species, we will put 0001, 0002 and 0003. In the case of
more than one individual are on the same photo, it is possible to cut it but you need to add the information
“cut”. For example, if there are 3 dolphins on 1 photo, the number will be 0001c1, 0001c2, 0001c3.
As an example if Marc Fernandez shoots 5 photos on the 25/01/2014, the third photo he took on that day
will be named as: 20140125-MF-IMG_0003.jpg.
Prior to upload the pictures it is necessary to do a last preliminary step. All the photos must have the
copyright “© Photographer / MNCT” in yellow letters as can be observed on the next image:

Picture name: 20140706-STA-IMG_0001.jpg
Decoding the name we now that this was the first shoot of
Stephanie Almeida on the 6th of July of 2014.
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A photo editor program must be used to perform this step.
Once photos are correctly named you can upload them clicking on the “Adicionar” button on the line of
“Fotografias por processar”. Pictures can be uploaded one by one or using “.zip” file.
These photos stay in the “Fotografias por processar” repertory. Depending on the source of the picture,
there are different ways to find the relative information.

2.2) PROCESSING PHOTOS
To add the information, click on “processar” near each photo in the repertory “Fotografias por processar”.
This link redirects you to the next interface:

This is the first part of the interface, which has the basic information to be introduced. Some info is
automatically extracted from the photo and the filename (shooting time, shooting date…). However other
information needs to be introduced by the user. Not all the information is required, however it is
mandatory to introduce at least the Espécie and Parte do Corpo. Info regarding the behavior, location,
gender or age can be introduced manually or linking the photo to a whale watching trip (explained later on
the text).
NOTE: Sometimes information is not extracted automatically, in this cases you might find the info required
next to the photo.
Please be careful when you introduce the GPS. The format preferred is DD.DDDDD (decimal degrees),
remember that in this case the longitude has a negative sign for the Azores.
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In the second part of the interface (“Outros dados” section) you must add the information regarding the
photography quality (“Qualidade da Fotografia”) and kind of photography (“Tipo de Fotografia”).
Once all the data is introduced you should click on “Gravar”.

2.2.1) Photos from Whale-Watching link to “saída”

One of the interesting characteristics of this platform is the possibility to “link” the photos to Whale
Watching registers done by the companies. Using this tool we are able to have a good proxy of the photo
location and some extra information.
If the photos come from Horta Cetáceos, Picos de Aventura or Terra Azul, then you should be able to
associate the picture with a “saida” (=whale watching trip register). First add the information you already
have, and then go to the “Outros dados” section. Here you must follow the
next steps:
•

•

Fill in the company name and click on “Lista de avistamentos”. A new
window will open with all the data’s from the same day. Search the line
for the sighting of the same specie around the same hour (more or less).
You also find the name of the boat.
On the “Avistamento” menu select the code of the line corresponding to
the best choice. The information of the trip will be automatically added
to the picture.

You can click on “Ver em Mapa” (=see on map) at the end of the page, to be sure that the GPS information
is good.
Finally click on Gravar.

2.2.2) Processing photos from Espaço Talassa
This is an example of photos without any whale-watching trip associated. You will find the photos of Espaço
Talassa on the website: http://www.espacotalassa.com/photo_id/photo_id.php
You need to download one picture per day of each sperm whale (if there is two photos of the same
individual the same day, just take the best one). Then put the right name, the copyright and upload the
photos on Monicet. These photos are not associated with a “saída”, you will find data on the website: you
have to add the information manually.
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In this case the GPS they provide is not well written, so it needs to be converted. Several tools can be used
for this purpose, you can find an online converter at: http://www.csgnetwork.com/gpscoordconv.html.

In this case the latitude, 38˚-20’-90” N (on the website) has to be entered in the converter as 38 and 20.90.
The result is 38.34833. For the longitude apply the same conversion: 28˚-14’-80” W become 28.24666.
The final coordinate to add on Monicet is: 38.34833 and -28.24666. (Do not forget the negative signs for
the longitude in the Azores!)

Sometimes you can find this kind of coordinate. You have to add 0 in the
converter. In this case: 38;20,5=38;20.05 and 28;0,49=28;00.49

2.2.3) Photos without GPS

Sometimes you can have photos from other people. If you do not have the GPS coordinates, you can add
the default coordinate for each island.
Default coordinates
Costa sul de São Miguel
Costa sul de Pico
Costa norte de Pico
Costa norte de Faial
Costa sul de Faial

Latitude Longitude
37.70
38.37
38.58
38.65
38.50

-25.60
-28.19
-28.43
-28.64
-28.66
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2.3) ANALYZING PHOTOGRAPHIES
Once processed, the photos are automatically moved to the repertory called “Fotografias por analisar”: to
open it click on “Listar” (=List). Analysis means: characterization, identification and validation. During these
3 phases, the pictures will stay there. You can find the status of each picture using a filter. Click on
“Pesquisar” then choose the status in “Estado” (=Status).

2.3.1) Characterizing Photos

The aim of the characterization is to create a combination of marks that can be easily identify and allow us
to compare and recognize the individuals. In general we can say that there are 2 patterns of marks, one for
the sperm whale (on the tail fluke) and another one for dolphins (dorsal fin). The characterization is very
important for the whole process. The goal is not to describe every single mark on the fluke or dorsal fin, but
to add 2 or 3 most representatives’ marks. No photos should be zoomed in order to see a mark that cannot
be easily identify.
To access to this menu you should click on the “Caracterizar” button on the “Acções” column.

Marks interface

General shape interface

Note that there are 2 parts in the characterization page:
•
•

Marks interface:
o Nova Marca (=New Mark)
General shape interface:
o Cauda (=shape of the fluke) or
o Dorsal Esquerda or Dorsal Direita (=shape of the right or left side of the dorsal fin).
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When you add a new mark, you need to validate it by clicking “Gravar”. After you can add one or several
marks you should also click on “Gravar”.

•
•
•
•

Do not add too many marks (max 3) and don’t repeat (one mark per grid).
If it is irregular, add at least the most representative mark.
If it is irregular and end cut, it is not necessary to add a mark (but you can).
If there is no mark, you need to put as smooth (“Lisa”) (not as an individual
without characterization at all).
KEEP IT SIMPLE!

For baleen whales, there is no characterization except the body part. The global shape of the dorsal fin or
the fluke (for humpback whale), and sometime the color pattern (for blue whale) will be used to compare
the individuals.

This blue whale has a characteristic pattern of color. The fin is not so useful.

2.3.1.1) Sperm whale (Fluke)
Methodology
This is the pattern of characterization for the sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus=Pm).
The aim is to compare the photo
you want to characterize with this
grid and to indicate where you
think the marks are.
The grids A and K, as the grids E
and F are interesting because
when a mark is in these positions,
it is really characteristic therefore
easier to compare and find a
match.

Note that the grid E and F begins at the “breakpoint” of the fluke, where the curve goes down.
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A mark can be “Larga” (=Large) or “Estreita” (=Narrow). The narrow mark is small one with a “V” shape.
Other marks are large. A mark can be added between 2 grids for example a mark between B and C will be
called B1-C1. The number can be 1, as a regular mark or 2 if you think it is really deep.
ADD ONLY THE 2 OR 3 MOST REPRESENTATIVES’ MARKS. ADDING A LOT OF MARKS WILL MAKE THE
COMPARISON VERY COMPLICATED!!!!
You can also add some representative shape: Lisa (=Smooth), Irregular, Ponta esquerda cortada (=left tip
cut) and Ponta direita cortada (=right tip cut). Do not forget to click on “Gravar”.

Marks types

Narrow

Large

Shape types

Smooth

Not Smooth! (narrow mark)

Irregular

Irregular and right tip cut

Left tip cut

Both tips cuts
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Examples

Deep mark (G2) and irregular

Large mark on 3 grids (G2-J2)

Large mark on E + left tip cut

This is not irregular!

2.2.2) Dolphins and other species (Dorsal fin)
Methodology
This is the pattern of characterization for the dolphins ‘dorsal fin. This pattern is used for the bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus=Tt), the Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus=Gg), the short-finned pilot whale
(Globicephala macrorhynchus=Gma) and the false killer whale (Pseudorca crassidens=Pc)

The methodology is quite similar of the sperm whale one. The difference is that you can find the two sides
of the dorsal fin, which is why there are two patterns.
In this case, grids C and D, as grids A and B are interesting for the characterization because these marks are
easier to find. A mark can be “Larga” (=Large) or “Estreita” (=Narrow). The narrow mark is small one with a
“V” shape. Other marks are large.
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A mark can be added between 2 grids for example a mark between B and C will be called B1-C1. But largest
marks on two grids are not common on dolphins ‘fin, so use it with parsimony. The number can be 1, as a
regular mark or 2 if you think it is really deep.
ADD ONLY THE 2 OR 3 MOST REPRESENTATIVES’ MARKS. ADDING A LOT OF MARKS WILL MAKE THE
COMPARISON VERY COMPLICATED!!!!
You can also add some representative shape: Lisa (=Smooth), Irregular, Ponta cortada (=tip cut). After
adding marks, you can choose one of these particularities if it is representative. Do not forget to click on
“Gravar”.
Marks types

Narrow

Large

Shape types

Smooth

Irregular

Tip cut
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Possible doubts in characterization

2 narrow marks in C1 and D1

2 narrow marks in C1 (add just
one)

Tip cut

2.2.4) Other examples

This pilot whale can be tricky to
characterize because of the
shape of the dorsal fin. Try to
determinate with logical the
position of each grid. To do that,
determinate de “C-D” part and
the beginning of the “H” and
divide the rest of the fin.

This false killer whale seems to
have a very large mark, but you
can see the characteristic “v”
shape for a narrow mark. In this
case this is a narrow G2.
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This Grampus has a characteristic scare in shape of arrow that you can trust.

2.3.2) Comparision and Identification

Once the characterization is over, you have to compare the photo with the catalogue in order to identify
the individual or to make it a new individual. You will find it on the repertory “Fotografias por analisar”,
using the filter “para identificar”. Then you should click on “Identificar”.
Filters

You have differences in the filters according to the specie:
➔For baleen whale there is no filters except “Melhores fotografias” (=Best picture) and “Parte do corpo
igual” (=Same body part). You have to check the whole catalogue.
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➔For sperm whale and dolphins, you can use a lot of different filters:

The filters are separated in 2 parts: one called vertical and one horizontal.
When the identification page opens, you already have 3 filters selected in
the vertical part: best picture, same body part and same characterization.
If this filter does not give you a match, it is written: “Nenhum registo foi
devolvido para este filtro” (=No match found with these filters). In this case,
unclick same characterization and try another combination.

In the vertical filter bar you have a set easy filters as:
•
•
•

Lisa/Sem Lisa
Irregular/Sem irregular
Ponta cortada/Sem ponta cortada (left and right for sperm whale)

These filters groups photos with or without the characteristics selected. For example if you click on
“Irregular” it gives you the group of photos with irregular characterization. On the other side if you click on
“Sem Irregular” it gives you the group of photos that don’t have an irregular characterization.
It is also possible to choose marks or groups of marks (last line of the vertical selector). In the vertical filter
you have 2 choices: Normal and “Estrito” (=Strict).
What do we obtain using the vertical filter with “Estrito” ticked?
•
•

If you only select A from the vertical user marks, it will return all the photos, which have an A1 or
A2, mark and nothing else (it will not return A1-B2 for example).
If you select A-C, you will get back all the photos, which have an A1-C1 or A1-C2 or A2-C1 or A2-C2
mark.

What do we obtain using the vertical filter without “Estrito” ticked (=normal)?
•
•

If you choose B, it will return all the photos, which have a B1 or B2 in their mark, like A1-B1, A2-B2,
B1, B2, B1-C1, B2-D2 etc…
If you select B-C, you will get back all the photos which have:
o B1 or a B2 in their mark, like B1, B2, A1-B1, A1-B2, B2-H1, B1-C1, etc…
o C1 or a C2 in their mark, like C1, C2, A2-C2, B1-C1, C2-D2, etc…
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In the horizontal filter you can find the characteristic marks of the individual and another set of marks
filter. If you click on one mark (it will become highlighted), you will have as results all the marks with the
same letter. For example if you click on Larga B1, the results will be all the marks with B inside.

Finally you can use the filter called “Escolha marcas” (=choose marks) to add another range of marks (same
function as the vertical filter in normal mode). If you use this filter in the horizontal filter don’t use it in the
vertical, be aware that this might cause problems on the search algorithm.
When your combination of filters is done, click on “Filtrar de
acordo com suas escolhas” (=Filter according to your choices). You
can always change the combination of filters; you just need to click on this black button to apply the
changes.
All this filters are really useful but remember to check the whole catalogue if you don’t find a match!
Methodology
Here is one example of the methodology for using the filters. You can find your own way of searching.
1. The first selection: Melhores fotografias + Parte do corpo igual + caracterização igual.
2. For dolphins: Melhores fotografias + caracterização igual (take out “Parte do corpo igual” if you
think it is possible to recognize a mark from the other side)
3. For both: Melhores fotografias + parte do corpo igual +filters (Lisa/sem lisa, irregular/sem irregular,
ponta cortada/sem ponta cortada) + 1 mark (or/and range of marks)
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4. Same filter + another mark (takeout one mark and select another one or/and another range of
mark or/and changing strict to normal…)
5. The whole catalogue
When you find matches, click on the little picture in the carousel to make it appear bigger. If you think it is
the same, click on “Associar fotografia a individuo” (=Associate the picture to the individual). If you are
sure, then click on “Gravar” on the following page.
In this case you will have a page with all the photo of the individual. DO NOT CHANGE THE BEST PICTURE
AT THIS MOMENT. You can change it after the last validation. If necessary you can write the number of the
individual in order to change the best picture after the validation.
If you cannot find a match (after looking at the whole catalogue), then click on “Novo individuo” (=New
individual). A new code of individual is automatically created with the specie code and a number.

2.4) VALIDATION
The process of validation is a key step of this catalogue. As different individuals we usually see things
slightly different, for this reason two persons might disagree when comparing animals. With a double
validation process we assure that at least two persons agreed on an individual identification. This process
tries to reduce mistakes as much as possible. Characterization process can be subjective and it is easy to
miss a photo in the catalogue.
You can check the photos that need to be validate in the repertory “Fotografias por analisar”, using the
filter “Para validar”. You can only validate photos that you didn’t identify (or edit) previously.
To validate a photo you should check all the information associated, starting with the basic info, to
continue with the characterization and ending with the identification. All the steps need to be checked!
Once you edit any field of the photo you won’t be able to validate the photo, another user will have to
agree with your changes.
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As an example a photo can be to validate for different reasons:
•

•

•

•

Validate an association: If you agree with it, just click on “validar” (sometime it is very clear). If you
do not agree with the association, you have to search in the catalogue. You can put it as a new
individual. In this case the photo stays in the validation process and another person has to validate
your choice.
Validate a new individual: You have to search in the whole catalogue to be sure. Then you can
either validate the new one or associate it if you find a match. In this last case the photo stays in
the validation process and another user has to validate your choice.
Validate the changes in characterization: If you find a photo with a characterization you do not
agree with, you can change it by clicking on “Caracterizar”. In this case the photo goes in the
validation process and another user has to validate it.
Validate the changes in the association: Even with the double validation, it is always possible to find
two different individuals that are the same. In this case you have to associate the younger one with
the older one. These changes have to be validated.

The code of “Indivíduo” is the name given automatically to one individual. Most of the time you can know if
it is a new individual when the column “A melhor” (=The best picture) is ticked. However this can also occur
when the characterization of the best picture has been changed and needs a validation.
When the photo is validated it is moved to the “Catalogo” folder and is also available in the public website.
Once a photo is inside the catalogue (with a valid status), it is still possible to make changes on it.
DON’T FORGET TO SELECT THE BEST PICTURE OF THE INDIVIDUAL AFTER THE LAST VALIDATION PROCESS.
This field helps us a lot with the comparison process. The main idea is to select only on picture (or two in
the case of dolphins) per individual representing the most useful picture for identification. This picture has
to be representative and clear, showing all the individual marks. It should be a combination of: the most
recent possible, as sharp as possible with a good angle.
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According to the species, individuals can have more than one body part and each body part of an individual
has a best picture. To change the best picture of one body part, you just need to click on “A Melhor” (=The
Best) under the photo.
Every individual has a dominant body part (the one ticked on the left part). The best picture of this
dominant body part is the photo that represents the individual in the public catalogue. You can change the
dominant body part just by clicking on “Parte do corpo” (=Body part) you choose.

2.5) MAKE MODIFICATION ON THE CATALOGUE
To enter in the catalogue, click on “Listar” in the line “Catálogo”. Then you can filter according to what you
need. If you have the number of one individual, enter it in “Indivíduo” (the “Código” is the name of the
photo). To enter on one individual page, click on the Indivíduo code.

2.5.1) Re-edit, re-characterization, re-identification

Once in the catalogue, a photo can still be changed:
•
•
•

If you change the specie (click on “editar”), the previous association is no longer valid. You need to
process the photo all other again (characterization, identification, validation).
If you change the body part, the photo keeps the association with the previous individual, but you
need to characterize and validate the association.
If you change the characterization or the identification, another person has to validate the changes.

A photo that needs a validation is surrounded with a red frame in the individual page.

2.6) TIPS
•

When you move the mouse on the photo of the carousel, it shows you the characterization of this
photo. When you pass the mouse on the big photo, it shows the name of the photo, the date, gps
and company.

•

You can tick one or several photo in the carousel in order to find them quickly when you have
checked the whole catalogue.
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•
•

•
•
•
•

You can pass the picture in the carousel by clicking on “Tab”. In this case the number of page of
photo will not work properly.
You have the possibility to show your doubt about an association by clicking on “Tenho dúvidas” (I
have doubt) before associating a photo. To takeout a doubt, you can unclick by opening the
identification page or delete it in the note of the picture’s page.
Once you finish an identification, you have the possibility to pass directly to the next photo to
identify click on “A foto seguinte para identificar” (= Following photo to identify)
If you re-associate the best picture of an individual to another one, the system offers you the
possibility to change the best picture of the previous individual.
When you want to validate photo, use the filter “para validar” and the name of the person that
have a photo to validate.
Different “pop-ups” can appear during the identification process:
o When you associate, to ask if you are sure of it.
o When you try to associate a photo with an individual that already have one photo from the
same body part and the same day (in this case you need just one photo per day!).
o When you want to associate the best picture of an individual to another.
o When you want to change the dominant body part
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3) WHALE WATCHING TRIP = “SAIDAS”
In the tab “Saídas” click on “Saídas da empresa”. You have a list of the whale watching trip.
You can use the filter by clicking on “Pesquisar” (=Research) and choose
in the “Valid” criterion the option “No”. You obtain just the invalid trip.

To verify a trip, open in a new window both “Registros” (=Records) and “Ver em mapa” (=View on map).

Records:
To fill the form the whale watching company uses 6 different codes:
•
•
•
•
•

I = Beginning of the trip.
IA = Beginning of a sighting
FA = End of a sighting
RA = Register of a sighting inside a sighting or for an isolated sighting without stopping.
F = End of the trip

First you have to check that the order in the code is correct. A trip always begins with I and finishes with F.
If there is an IA, there is always a FA to end the sighting. RA can be between IA and FA or alone. In the line
of F, and I you cannot find a sighting of an animal; GPS should be “BASE” or the starting point coordinates.
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Map:
Then check if the time line is fluent, that is mean chronologically and also logically. Look on the associate
map if the time between the harbor and the first sighting is logical. Check also the time between 2
sightings. The point on the map can also helps you to find mistake in the GPS coordinate. For example, a
trip from São Miguel company will never be in the north coast.
If everything seems right, tick valid and click “Gravar”.
If you find mistakes, put a quick comment to explain what is wrong and click “Gravar” without ticked valid.

Last edition: December 2014
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